A supercomputer can beat a human at chess but does it know what that human would like to eat for lunch? A computer that has followed the preferred eating patterns of a person over time could probably make a good guess, but would still guess incorrectly much of the time. There are many examples of how intelligence built into computers and smart devices is learning our routines and attempting to make our lives easier. Hearing aids are no exception. While most of the processing capabilities in hearing aids are dedicated to amplifying and treating the sound, there are also algorithms that control the sound processing based on observations of the acoustic input. And just like the super computer and eating patterns, a hearing aid can make the wrong guess with regard to what signal a user might want to hear. These wrong guesses can make it harder for users of hearing aids to hear what they want to hear. This is why ReSound has for a decade focused on how technology can be leveraged to let hearing aid users hear better in noise, but still hear all sounds around them similar to how a normal hearing person would hear.

One type of automatic control that every modern hearing aid has is for directional processing. This refers to decision-making by the hearing aid system to change the microphone mode of the hearing aid such that it provides an omnidirectional or a directional response. With automatic control of the microphone mode, the hearing aid wearer can potentially benefit from directional processing without having to recognize when it would be beneficial or manually select the directional mode. But just as a computer may not know what you want for lunch, a hearing aid will not always know whether directional or omnidirectional processing is best for a given situation. This is because hearing aid intelligence cannot know the wearer’s intent; what sounds are important to the individual at any given moment are individual and not predictable based only the acoustic environment. Applying directionality in some situations may prevent the user from hearing sounds they actually want to hear.

How can directionality and control of directionality be accomplished with respect for the intent of the hearing aid wearer? Three factors are important in providing a seamless, natural listening experience that offers the benefits of directionality without its drawbacks. First, the decision-making algorithm is of great consequence. The rationale for selecting a particular microphone mode affects what information ultimately is provided to the user. Second, the analysis of the acoustic environment is critical. It provides the input for the decision-making about how to adapt the hearing aid processing. Finally, the directional processing itself is important. It should provide a better signal-to-noise ratio but not create issues with audibility or sound quality.

ReSound Binaural Directionality III was developed with careful attention to each of these three factors. Based on an accurate analysis of the acoustic environment, Binaural Directionality III uniquely applies directional microphone technology to support different listening strategies, allowing the user to focus on the sounds that are important to them. Depending on the particular microphone mode, dedicated technologies serve to provide the best listening experience. Natural sound quality is central to Binaural Directionality III, and Directional Mix ensures transparent transitions between microphone modes. In addition Spatial Sense preserves the important localization cues that contribute to spatial hearing and the most true-to-nature ABSTRACT

The differences and similarities between sounds arriving at each ear can be used to enhance or suppress environmental sounds at will, and lets us easily shift our attention among these sounds. Depending on what the sound of interest is at any particular moment, we innately use different listening strategies, and we unconsciously change between a strategy that relies on environmental awareness and one that relies on the ear with the best representation of the interesting sound. Binaural Directionality III provides the ultimate balance for supporting natural hearing: a signal-to-noise ratio improvement similar to bilateral directional microphones and a significant benefit in ease of listening compared to other directional microphone strategies. This paper reviews the rationale for Binaural Directionality III and how it achieves this balance.
sound quality. Finally, the directivity patterns of the different microphone modes are painstakingly designed, taking the acoustic properties of the head into account, to ensure that the listener can effectively tune in or tune out the sounds around them. Binaural Directionality III optimizes the sensitivity patterns to achieve the best combination of speech from the front and spatial awareness.

WHEN TO SWITCH? THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RATIONALE

There is no doubt that directivity in hearing aids is a measurably effective way to boost the SNR, and thus speech recognition, in noisy situations. Improvements of typically 4 to 5 dB have been demonstrated in laboratory settings when the noise source is spatially separated from the speech and the speech is coming from the front and is located near the listener. However, in many daily interactions, listeners need to attend to sounds coming from different locations. Much of any individual’s active listening time during the course of a day will not be spent facing what they want to hear. Card et al. found that hearing aid wearers judged the signal of interest to come from another direction than in front more than 30% of the time. In this study, participants also indicated that the direction of the signal of interest was “immature” in those listening situations, which indicated that the sound of interest either moved, or that there were more target sounds, or both. This means that a system that automatically switches between omnidirectional and directional modes will experience a level of fatigue when the signal of interest is not stationary and the sound comes from any direction at any time. Research on turn-taking in conversations across 10 different world languages shows that talkers switch turns in less than half a second regardless of culture and language. Attention is required to keep up with this behavior as a listener. Working memory for an individual is limited, and if resources are spent on searching and orienting behaviors, fewer are available for actual listening and understanding. Considering this, using directivity can also be disadvantageous, as it cannot provide the same audibility and awareness of surrounding sounds that people with normal hearing naturally experience.

For nearly a decade as the hearing aid industry focused on developing directional microphone technology that maximizes SNR benefit in complex and controlled environments, ReSound has followed a unique path in applying directional microphone technology. Inspired by investigations that showed that the brain learns more efficiently from real-life sounds, and preferences for omnidirectional and directional microphone modes, ReSound researchers worked with clinical partners to study and validate a different approach to applying directivity that would allow listeners to hear better in noise without robbing them of awareness of their surroundings. Because listeners rely on the ear with the best representation of what they want to hear in noisy surroundings, one idea that was explored was to provide directivity on one ear and omnidirectionality on the other. It was demonstrated that this provides directional benefit that is nearly equivalent to directivity on both ears, while the omnidirectional ear allows the listener to have more control over sounds, and shift attention to different sounds at will. Issues with this microphone mode fitting strategy were that some situations could be encountered where bilateral directivity would provide slightly more benefit, or a situation where interest to the listener might occur on the side of the directional ear and not be sufficiently audible. Eventually, the development of ear-to-ear communication on the ReSound 2.4GHz digital wireless platform enabled two hearing aids to work as a system to avoid these issues. ReSound continually refines its approach to using directional technology in a way that considers how listeners will experience it in real-life. A hearing aid user is not just two ears. Therefore, the entire human auditory system is considered in the design, from the acoustic effects of the shape and location of the external ears on the head to the power of binaural processing by the brain. The ultimate goal is not to give hearing aid wearers “better than normal” hearing in real-life, or to confuse them with multiple directional modes, but to effortlessly engage in auditory social behaviors in the same way as a normal hearing individual, and thereby have a natural and transparent hearing experience.

As the name implies, Binaural Directionality III is the third generation of the microphone mode control strategy that meets the goal of providing a natural hearing experience. Like Binaural Directionality II, it steers the microphone configuration of two hearing instruments to support binaural sound processing by the brain. It is the only truly binaural strategy, taking advantage of scientifically proven aural sound processing by the brain. It is the only truly binaural strategy, taking advantage of scientifically proven auditory spatial attention strategies. Binaural Directionality III uses 2.4 GHz wireless technology to coordinate the microphone modes between both ears for an optimal binaural response. Front and rear speech detectors on each hearing instrument estimate the location of speech with respect to the listener. The environment is also analyzed for the presence or absence of noise. Through wireless transmission, the decision to switch the microphone mode for one or both of the hearing aids is made based on the inputs received by the four speech detectors in the binaural set of devices. The possible outcomes include a bilateral omnidirectional response, a spatial “null”, a bilateral directional response, or an asymmetric directional response. The algorithms were derived from external research regarding the optimal microphone responses of two hearing instruments in different sound environments.

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS: THE BEST SPEECH RECOGNITION IN NOISE

Hearing aids have become marvels that adapt the amplification they provide to take into account the acoustic environments in which they are used. All of these hearing aids, regardless of manufacturer, attempt to recognize sounds that are likely to be either important or not important to the user. The way this is accomplished is by each manufacturer, although all systems will at least try to identify environments that are quiet, ones that contain speech, and ones that contain noise. Some may also attempt to further characterize types of noise or to identify music. Because decisions about how hearing aid settings should be adapted depend on how the environmental classification system recognizes different sounds, it is of great interest to consider how well the classification matches up with well-defined environments. This can give an indication of how likely the system is to make changes appropriately.

The ReSound environmental recognition system uses sophisticated speech and noise detection algorithms based on input level, frequency content and spectral balance, as well as the temporal properties of the incoming sound to determine the nature of the acoustic surroundings. Furthermore, the classification does not occur according to stringent predetermined criteria, but rather on the base of probabilistic models. To examine the accuracy of this system compared to other hearing aid environmental classification systems, the most advanced hearing aid from each manufacturer was placed in an Otometrics Aurical test chamber and exposed to different well-defined sounds for periods of 2 to 22 hours. The sound recordings were looped during the exposure period to ensure consistency of the sound for each exposure. The hearing aid was connected to the manufacturer’s fitting software, and the result of the environmental classification was read out in the data logging screen.

The sound environments consisted of the following: All sound recordings except “Quiet” are found as part of the sound library in the Otometrics Otosuite software:

- Quiet
- Noise - hand mixer at 75 dB SPL
- Noise - white noise at 75 dB SPL
- Noise - speech babble at 75 dB SPL
- Speech-in-noise - conversation in café noise background at 75 dB SPL
- Speech-in-noise - conversation in train station noise background at 75 dB SPL
- Speech-in-noise - conversation in party noise background at 75 dB SPL
- Speech-in-noise - conversation in supermarket noise background at 75 dB SPL
- Pop music at 65 dB SPL
- Classical music at 65 dB SPL

All systems identified quiet, speech, and white noise with a very high degree of accuracy. At least 96% of the hours of exposure in these environments were classified correctly across manufacturers. Some differences were noted for the speech babble and hand mixer noises, as shown in Figure 1. One system identified 60% of the hours exposed to the hand mixer noise as “speech-in-noise”, while another classified 96% of the hours exposed to speech babble as music.
An interesting finding was that the systems differed significantly in terms of noise background caused them to be inaccurate in the classification. All were at least 75% accurate in identifying speech-in-noise for the “party” and “train station” background noise, while the “café” and “supermarket” background noise posed difficulties. The competing noise for both “café” and “party” is people talking in the background. However, “café” also includes the clinking of cups and saucers as would be typical in this environment. The classification mistakes that were made in this environment were to assign many of the hours to the “speech” category. It may be that the systems were fooled by the transient and modulating sounds caused by the cups and saucers, wrongly identifying this as speech with no competing noise.

The results from the “supermarket” background were quite inaccurate for the four systems that have a music category in their classification system. This background includes some soft music along with other typical supermarket sounds. Of the four systems with music classification, two assigned 100% of the hours exposed to the music category, one 94% of the hours, and one 37%. Taken together with the inaccuracy of the classification when these hearing aids were exposed to music (Figure 3), this calls into question the relevance of hearing aids identifying music at all. For example, while system E accurately identified 100% of the hours of both classical and pop music, it also identified 100% of the speech in the supermarket background noise environment as music. This is a thought-provoking result that illustrates how hearing aid intelligence cannot accurately predict the user’s intent. The presence of music in an environment does not mean that the user wants to listen specifically to it, and may in fact consider the music to be competing noise depending on the situation.

**BALANCING DIRECTIONAL BENEFIT WITH A NATURAL LISTENING EXPERIENCE**

It is well-accepted that one set of hearing aid parameters will not meet the listening needs of an individual in all conditions. This is the rationale for multi-memory hearing aid settings, allowing the user to be more comfortable and adaptive to different listening situations. While the goal of fitting prescriptions is to provide amplification for optimum speech understanding while ensuring comfort for loud sounds, hearing aid users will still want to enhance audible differences among the competing sounds. Of the four systems with music classification, all were at least 75% accurate in identifying speech-in-noise for the “party” and “café” background noise settings. All were open or occluding, the directional benefit was significant compared to omnidirectionality (Figure 4). For those with open fittings, the SNR improvement compared to the omnidirectional response was the same for all Directional Mix settings. This was an expected finding, as the open fitting allows low frequency sound to enter the ear canal that will be audible to individuals with mild hearing level thresholds in the low frequencies. This naturally limits the directional benefit that can be provided in the low frequencies, and is consistent with other reports of directional benefit in open-fit hearing aids.

For the participants with occluding fittings, increasing the Directional Mix setting yielded incrementally better speech recognition in noise scores as Directional Mix was increased. For this reason, the Directional Mix setting is prescribed based on hearing loss to ensure the best balance between maximizing directional benefit and transparent sound quality between microphone modes. These findings support that providing directional microphone settings in the frequency area with the most crucial speech information makes the biggest difference in SNR improvement.

**OMNIDIRECTIONAL IS ALSO A KIND OF DIRECTIONAL.**

It is important to remember that directionality can be achieved in any number of ways. While omnidirectional hearing aids are usually dual microphone systems, where two omnidirectional microphones are positioned on the device, and digital delays are applied to one of the microphones to create the desired spatial directivity patterns. Virtually any type of directional pattern can be created with this technology, including omnidirectional patterns if that is desired.

However, this is not really the case. These terms describe the spatial directivity patterns of each type of microphone. A directional microphone amplifies sound coming from a particular direction more than sounds coming from other directions, while an omnidirectional microphone amplifies sounds equally regardless of which direction they come from. Directional microphone systems in modern digital hearing aids are usually dual microphone systems, where two omnidirectional microphones are positioned on the device, and digital delays are applied to one of the microphones to create the desired spatial directivity patterns. Virtually any type of directional pattern can be created with this technology, including omnidirectional patterns if that is desired.

Since the head shadow effect is an acoustic effect that cannot be changed by hearing aid processing, ReSound engineers looked again to the natural ear for inspiration in tuning the directional characteristics of both the directional and omnidirectional spatial directivity patterns to achieve the most natural balance of hearing better in noise with environmental awareness.
A NEW METHOD TO OPTIMIZE THE SYSTEM

As discussed previously, the human auditory system relies on inputs from two ears and binaural benefits are derived by comparing and integrating the differing inputs from the two ears. In designing a directional system that supports natural hearing processes, it therefore makes sense to first examine the combined acoustic effects of the two ears and their placement on the head. This information can then be used as a reference for benchmarking the system design. Hearing care professionals are familiar with the Directional Index (DI), a metric which quantifies the relative amplification of sounds originating from a zero-degree azimuth to sounds arriving from other azimuths. The DI is commonly used to describe the effect of directional processing in hearing aids. However, the DI is a poor indicator of how binaural effects will contribute to improvements in SNR because it describes the characteristics of only one device. Furthermore, the DI is only an indication of how SNR can be improved for sounds coming from in front of the listener. Because the rationale of Binaural Directionality III is to allow listeners to use either a better ear or awareness listening strategy, it is also crucial to include a measure of awareness in evaluating the system design.

To assist in creating the optimum design, ReSound researchers proposed a method to acoustically map out the spatial patterns combining the left and right ears and, based on the directional patterns of the two ears, quantify both how the system contributes to improved SNR as well as situational awareness. Essentially, two new DI concepts were introduced: One is to include the effects of both ears in calculating the DI rather than only one ear alone. The other is to calculate a sort of “reverse” DI that also includes both ears, thereby providing an indication of environmental awareness. Figure 6 illustrates these concepts for open ears on the head. Note how the “Better ear index,” which is the binaurally calculated DI, provides better SNR enhancement than the single ear DI. By the same token, the “Situational awareness index” is much lower than the single ear DI, illustrating how binaural acoustic effects can provide greater audibility for sounds regardless of direction of arrival. These two indices have served as a benchmark for design of the spatial directivity patterns for Binaural Directionality III. The design goal was to maximize the Better ear index, while preserving a Situational Awareness index that was similar to open ears. For the hearing impaired individual, this would provide access to an enhanced SNR, while maintaining access to environmental sounds not originating from in front.

In-house studies with human listeners have validated that these metrics are strongly correlated with perception. That is, a high Better ear index relates to better speech-recognition-in-noise for signals presented from in front of the listener, while a low Situational awareness index correlates with better audibility for off-axis sounds.

Figure 7. Binaural Directionality III provides an improved SNR relative to the open ear but maintains awareness of sound in the environment, as indicated by the new metrics. This sets the stage for a natural listening experience. A solution with narrow directionality using a 4-microphone array provides a high single ear DI but little added binaural benefit, and reduces audibility of off-axis signals. This results in an unnatural listening experience.

A natural hearing experience depends on the brain receiving distinct signals, which can be compared and contrasted to segregate the stream of acoustic information into a meaningful picture of the sound environment. The differences and similarities between sounds arriving at each ear can be used to enhance or suppress environmental sounds at will, and lets us easily shift our attention among these sounds. Depending on what the sound of interest is at any particular moment, we innately use different listening strategies, and we unconsciously change between a strategy that relies on environmental awareness and one that relies on the ear with the best representation of the interesting sound. A person changes their listening strategy from “awareness” to “better ear” when they lean closer to the sound they want to hear, turn one ear more toward the sound, or cup their ear with a hand. Most advanced hearing aids use technology to “short circuit” these natural hearing strategies in an attempt to enhance a particular sound that is determined by artificial intelligence to be the most important. In stark contrast, Binaural Directionality III uniquely applies directional microphone technology to support both the awareness and better ear listening strategies. Ear-to-ear wireless communication facilitates an analysis of the environment, which is used to automatically select the optimum of 4 bilateral microphone modes to support both listening strategies. Depending on the particular microphone mode, dedicated technologies serve to provide the best listening experience. Natural sound quality is central to Binaural Directionality II, and Directional Mix ensures transparent transitions between microphone modes. In addition, Spatial Sense preserves the important localization cues that contribute to spatial hearing and the most true-to-nature sound quality. Finally, the directivity patterns of the different microphone modes are painstakingly designed, taking the acoustic properties of the head into account, to ensure that the listener can effortlessly tune in or tune out the sounds around them. Binaural Directionality III optimizes the sensitivity patterns to achieve the best combination of speech from the front and spatial awareness. Binaural Directionality IV provides the ultimate balance for supporting natural hearing: a signal-to-noise ratio improvement similar to bilateral directional microphone phones and a significant benefit in ease of listening compared to other directional microphone strategies.

SUMMARY

The auditory system must construct this spatial representation by combining multiple cues from the acoustic input. These include differences in time of arrival of sounds at each ear (Interaural Time Difference – ITD), differences in level of sounds arriving at each ear (Interaural Level Difference – ILD) as well as spectral “pinna” cues. Head movements also are important contributors as the auditory system quickly analyzes how the relationships among these cues change. Disrupting any of these cues interferes with spatial hearing, and it is known that hearing aids may distort some or all of them.

Spatial Sense is a unique Surround Sound by ReSound technology that accounts for the three hearing instrument-related issues that can interfere with spatial cues:

1. Placement of the microphones above the pinna in Behind-the-Ear (BTE) and Receiver-in-the-Ear (RIE) styles removes spectral pinna cues.
2. Placement of the microphones above the pinna in BTE and RIE styles.
3. Independently functioning Wide Dynamic Range Compression in two bilaterally fit hearing instruments can distort ILD.

Spatial Sense is modeled after the natural ear including pinna restoration for an accurate estimate of ILD, wireless exchange of information to emulate the crossing of signals between ears, and the correction of ILD based on the ear with the least intense signal to emulate inhibitory effects of auditory efferent effects. With preserved localization cues, Spatial Sense adds to the natural listening experience and superior sound quality provided by Surround Sound by ReSound technologies.

SUPPORTING SPATIAL HEARING

Spatial hearing refers to the listener’s ability to segregate the incoming stream of sound into auditory objects, resulting in an internal representation of the auditory scene, including the aspect of spaciousness. An auditory object is a perceptual estimate of the sensory inputs that are coming from a distinct physical item in the external world. For example, auditory objects in a kitchen auditory scene might include the sound of the refrigerator door opening, the sound of the water running in the sink, and the sound of an onion being chopped. The ability to form these auditory objects and place them in space allows the listener to readily and fluidly choose and shift attention among these objects. Furthermore, the formation of an auditory scene provides a natural-sounding listening experience.
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